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Perspectives WRITERS’ GUIDELINES

Thank you for your interest in contributing to Perspectives.
Following are guidelines we ask our contributors to follow.
They simplify our jobs as editors and yours as writers and
help us produce a quality publication while enabling us to get
Perspectives out on time.
• Write for your audience. Perspectives is prepared by

and for AKC Delegates who represent a wide variety of
member clubs through the country. Our readers are very
knowledgeable dog people.

• Be certain that any facts in your article are accurate.
Double-check them. Clearly state when a statement is your
own opinion.

• Whenever possible and appropriate, try to include
input/quotes from others who are experts on your
topic. Always attribute any quote to its original source.

• Articles should be submitted typewritten or elec-
tronically, via e-mail. Solicited articles should be sent to
the committee member who requested the article. Unso-
licited articles should be submitted to the Issue Coordinator
for the upcoming issue OR the Editor.

• We suggest articles be approximately 500 to 1500
words in length.

• Do not rely solely on spelling and grammar check, as they
do not proof word usage. After preparing your article,
read it once more before submitting it. Use a diction-
ary to check word meaning and spelling.

• Send in your article electronically, as early as possi-
ble. Submissions will be due by the 15th of the month fol-
lowing each Delegates Meeting. If your article arrives
after the issue deadline, it may not be used in the current
issue and may be returned to you or held until the next
issue.

• A submission to Perspectives may not be reproduced in
other publications without the written permission of
the author and the Perspectives Editor.

• Any product in the name of a committee must be ap-
proved for release by the committee prior to publication
in Perspectives.

Again — thank you for your interest. Without you, there
would not be a Perspectives.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Perspectives is a publication for, and written by, the Delegates,
with an occasional article solicited by Editorial Board members
ONLY from acknowledged experts in their field. It is a forum for

the exchange of ideas, for argument, for news. Through this medium, we hope to become better informed and, thereby,
better equipped to fulfill our responsibilities as Delegates. Your contributions are welcome, and necessary, in making
this publication a useful enterprise. Please assist the Editorial Board by submitting material via e-mail. We reserve
the right to reasonably edit all copy submitted. Opinions expressed in Perspectives are not necessarily representative
of the views of the Editor, the Perspectives Editorial Board, or of the American Kennel Club.

Sylvia Arrowwood, Charleston Kennel Club

Marge Calltharp, Chinese Shar-Pei Club of America, Inc.

Gini Denninger, Genessee Valley Kennel Club, Inc. 

Steven Hamblin, Pekingese Club of America
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Sylvia Thomas (Secretary/Asst. Editor), Kennel Club of Riverside

Sherry E. Wallis, (Editor), Akita Club of America
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Perspectives
The Delegates’ Newsletter

The coordinator for the September 2017 issue of Perspectives will be Don James. 

Please email articles directly to him at dcjames1@gmail.com. with a copy to Sylvia Thomas

at Sylvia.Thomas@rccd.edu by July 15, 2017.
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Can it be May al-
ready? Doesn’t seem

possible. The annual
Board election is in the
rear view mirror. Several
ballots (five, but who’s
counting?) were needed
before the thoughtful,
organized and demo-
cratic election process
concluded. Congratula-

tions to the newly-elected Board members, Rita
Biddle, Esquire; Dominic Carota; Tom Powers; and
Harvey Wooding. I extend my appreciation to Carl
Ashby, III; Alan Kalter; and Lee Arnold who are
leaving the Board. Their reflections on their serv-
ice and a glimpse into their future plans are in-
cluded in this issue.

We continue the Perspectives’ series highlighting
AKC staff.  This month Glenn Lycan, frequently de-
scribed as “one of our own”  is interviewed by Gini
Denninger.  Imagine overseeing 15,000+ events a
year and you get a notion about Glenn’s job as Di-
rector Event Operations Support.  Glenn performs
with gusto and manages to have a rich “out of of-
fice” life as well. Also in this issue, meet Jackie Car-
swell, new delegate, in the historic position of being
the first delegate for the Berger Picard Club of
America.  The breed joined the Herding Group in
June 2015.  

Dr. Carmen Battaglia reports on the US Detection
Dog Conference held in March 2017.  He brings to
the forefront AKC’s efforts to proactively address
the detection dog issue Dr. Lisa Boyer calls our at-
tention to an increase in the number of Leptospiro-
sis cases and the need to discuss a vaccination

protocol with our veterinarians. 
Like so many of us, I’ve waited eagerly for news

from the Group Reassessment Committee.  We are
treated to two articles about this topic:  one is a dis-
cussion of breed varieties and the other is an
overview of the committee’s study of group struc-
ture.  Speaking of hard-working committees, David
Hopkins provides a summary on the AKC’s Legal
Outreach Committee and its ongoing efforts to
reach out to the legal community, law professors
and law students.

Steve Pessah gives us an update on the AKC Mar-
ketplace and a new tool for Parent Clubs. Mari-Beth
O’Neill shares information about the Junior Show-
manship Scholarship and the 2017 winners.  

Want to try something different and motivating
for all involved?  In her, Build It and They Will
Come article, Joyce Engel tells us Showcase Events
might be just the ticket for a fun-filled, uplifting day!

Can you remember the “good old days” when you
were mentored by a respected and knowledgeable
breeder/exhibitor?  When I got my first Akita and
knew absolutely zero, I was lucky to have Pat Craig
Trotter and others talk “dogs” to me for hours at a
time.  But, in this busy world, there doesn’t seem to
be as much time to sit down face-to-face and talk
and learn.  Bill Ellis has found a way to mentor a fel-
low breed owner using Smart Phones…pretty
clever!

Betty Winthers provides practical tips for clubs to
use obedience judges effectively.  Thanks to the del-
egates who shared their opinions with us on what
they would say about AKC if given one-minute!

Finally, Hollywood goes to the dogs.  David Frei
acquaints us with the inaugural telecast of Barking
with the Stars: The Dog Show of Beverly Hills.  

THE WAY I SEE IT
SYLVIA THOMAS, Assistant Editor/Secretary
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Thank You
to the June 2017 Perspectives Coordinator, Sylvia Arrowwood,

and our contributing writers and Committee co-authors.

Their hard work made this issue possible.

Please let them know you appreciate their efforts!
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Iawoke the other night
with Gloria Gaynor’s

song in my head, “….And
so you’re back, from outer
space…”  and smiled.  Yes,
I am back from a journey
called running for the
Board.  What a great intro-
spective experience. As I
awoke, returning to my

basic committee roots that I have enjoyed for so
long, life began to pick up where it left off some six
months ago.

Throwing your hat in the ring is no lightweight
decision.  The entire experience is stretched out un-
ceremoniously under the microscope of public opin-
ion, judged by one’s peers, friends, foes, and the
indifferent.  I have done this twice in my 24 year ca-
reer as a Delegate and this time it felt different.  It
was a positive experience which took place in a
more rational and mature organization than I had
previously experienced.  I think we, the Delegate
arm of the AKC, grew up significantly and learned
from past Board elections.

From my vantage point, it appeared the Delegate
Body was determined to do it right.  There was no
trash talk, no degradation of candidates, no whisper
down the lane falsehoods, and no Board or peer
pressure.  We all remember some of the past behav-
iors during elections which made us all uncomfort-
able and condemned the candidates to negative
attacks and character demonization. This time, it
was democracy as it was supposed to be practiced.
Each of the nine candidates was deserving of
his/her nomination, qualified through hard work
and a genuine love of our sport. The expressions of
ideas and anticipated contributions to the Board
were specifically laid out before the Delegate Body
by each individual, none of which was lacking in
honesty nor good intention. There was no way our
organization could lose in this round.

The Delegate Body remained positive and to most
ears, the harsh criticism and innuendo that existed
in past elections, never materialized.  The dog press
remained surprisingly silent, individual telephone
callers were supportive and not destructive, and
each candidate was left to run on his/her own mer-

its, presenting his/her views to the voters. Fake
news and falsehoods were absent and candidates
stood a chance of a fair and evaluative election.

It's no small task to prepare the required writings
or to answer the myriad of surprise questions while
facing your peers. The telephone calls and email in-
quiries from individuals with important questions,
seeking answers that are valuable and important to
their beliefs and involvement with our organization,
add significant time to the commitment considering
personal and professional responsibilities continue.
Anyone participating in the election deserves our
respect, and I believe this year the Delegate Body
rewarded these efforts with a level of respect and
acceptance that has not always been present.

Personally, the experience greatly expanded my
knowledge of our organization.  The communication
with members of the Board and the Delegate Body
was challenging and educational.  There were
thoughtful discussions and inquiries.  Things had
changed for the better.

As with all happy tales, the villain entered menac-
ingly, darkening the scene. This was the “Mother”
of all voter suppression making an unexpected and
unwanted guest appearance. Her name was Stella,
yes, “Stella!”…aka Mother Nature and she came
with dark clouds, biting wind, a forecast of a record
snowfall, and the ability to completely thwart man’s
technological ability to fly or drive. She demanded
respect and she received it as two-thirds of those in-
tending to attend the meeting and vote were forced
to obey her command “You Shall Not Pass!”  They
did not, staying safely in their homes.

The election took place, and four very qualified
people took their seats on the Board. They were
elected fair and square by a reduced, but sufficient,
quorum.  Five other very qualified candidates re-
turned to the Delegate Body wiser, stronger, and
more prepared to continue the good fight from this
side of the Board room door. I am one of them, and
I have no regrets nor scars from this experience.  I
smile as I realize our work goes on. We experienced
conclusive internal growth of our organization in a
world that presents challenges which together we
meet head on.  I am proud of the current Delegate
Body and its behavior in this election season.  We
have grown, showing that we learned from the past.

SPEAKING FOR MYSELF
DANIEL J. SMYTH, Esquire, Delegate, Burlington County Kennel Club
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SMYTH, cont’d

We have demonstrated that fair democracy can and
does work.

Feet back on the ground, I return to the comfort
of the Perspectives Editorial Board and the Dele-
gate Advocacy and Advancement Committee
(DAAC). Even the sometimes challenging Coordi-
nating Committee has a slightly brighter aura.  I am

back home working with my Delegate friends and “I
will survive,” as will the American Kennel Club in
the very capable hands of Ron Menaker and his
dedicated Board of Directors.  

Reference: Rules Applying to Dog Shows, Chapter
3 Dog Show Classifications, Section 1. 
…“The Board of Directors may either add to, trans-
fer from one group to another, or delete from said
list of breeds and/or varieties of breeds, whenever
in its opinion registrations of such breed and/or va-
riety of breed in the Stud Book justify such action.”

Background: In 2012 Delegates voted on a pro-
posal to increase the number of groups from seven
to eleven. As proposed, the Sporting Group was to
become two Sporting Groups, the Hound Group
was to become two Hound Groups, and the Working
Group was to become three Working Groups. The
Terrier, Toy, Non-Sporting and Herding groups
were not split. 

To populate the new groups, some individual
breeds were proposed to transfer within the divided
groups and some breeds were proposed to transfer
from other groups into the new groups.  The 2012
proposal failed the required two-thirds majority by
only sixteen votes.  

Since 2012, seventeen new breeds have been rec-
ognized and added to the existing groups, and fifty-
four Foundation Stock Service (FSS)/eight
(Miscellaneous) breeds are anticipated to move
through FSS/MISC in the next few years.

For comparison, the list below shows the number
of breeds previously, currently and, assuming no

change in the group structure, projected in each
group. 

The Current Effort to Reassess the AKC
Groups

In response to queries from Delegates and the
fancy, in July/August 2016, the AKC Realignment
(now Reassessment) Committee surveyed the Dele-
gates to determine if there was sufficient support to
re-open the question of realigning the groups.  363
responses were received, with over 70% re-
sponding YES to all three questions below:

• Do you believe there is need to address the
current AKC group structure?

• Do you believe it may be reasonable to ad-
dress the current AKC group structure by cre-
ating additional groups? 

• Do you believe it may be reasonable to ad-
dress the current AKC group structure by re-

REASSESSING THE AKC GROUPS: THE NEED, THE STATUS,
THE FUTURE
AKC GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

DR. TOM DAVIES, Delegate, Springfield Kennel Club, Inc.

JOHN NIELSEN, Delegate, English Setter Association Of America, Inc.

KAREN BURGESS, Delegate, Greater Clark County Kennel Club, Inc.

MAGGI STROUSE, Delegate, National Shiba Club Of America
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Sporting       (2011) - 29;  (2016) - 31;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 42

Hound          (2011) - 28;  (2016) - 32;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 46

Working        (2011) - 28;  (2016) - 30;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 45

Terrier          (2011) - 29;  (2016) - 32;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 33

Toy               (2011) - 23;  (2016) - 23;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 27

Non-Sporting (2011) - 20;  (2016) - 21;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 25

Herding        (2011) - 26;  (2016) - 31;  Projected with Misc/FSS - 42
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GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE, cont’d

assigning breeds from their current groups to
newly-created groups?  

In November 2016, the Committee queried Dele-
gates regarding their concerns and/or positive com-
ments on the previous proposal or general
comments on concept of reassessing the groups in
general.  The 250 free-form comments received gen-
erally focused on the following:

• Inquiries as to what would be the approximate
numbers of breeds in any new groups

• Concern that with all the new breeds AKC
would need even more groups in the near fu-
ture and inquiries as to how any future expan-
sion would be handled

• Comments that varieties should be permitted
in more breeds

• Comments that varieties should be ‘done away
with’ 

• Concern that small All Breed Clubs would
have increased costs for more trophies, more
judges

• Concern for length of the show day
• Concerns about judges’ approvals for new

groups/impacts on the approval process.  
• Questions on composition of groups and

where their individual breed ‘would be going’
In March 2017, to gather data on the potential re-

sizing for the groups, the Committee queried the
Delegates regarding the number of breeds which
should be assigned based on various exhibitor and
judging factors.  Over 225 responses were re-
ceived, with questions and responses below
(note not all responders answered all ques-
tions) 

• As an exhibitor, do you feel that the group to
which your breed(s) is/are assigned is com-
prised of too many BREEDS at this time?
Over 50% of responses - NO

• As an exhibitor, based on the projections cur-
rently anticipated in the next few years, do you
feel that the group(s) to which your breed(s)
is/are assigned will be comprised of too many
BREEDS in the future?  Over 60% of responses
- YES

• As an exhibitor, what do you believe might be
a reasonable number of BREEDS to assign to a

group in order to make it easier for judges to
conduct an appropriate examination of each
breed and give each breed a good evaluation?
20-25 (top two answers less than 3% apart)

• As a current or prospective conformation
judge, what do you believe might be a reason-
able number of BREEDS to assign to a group
in order that you would be most comfortable
in conducting an appropriate examination of
each breed and give each breed a good evalua-
tion? 25 (with 20 the next frequent response)

• As a current or prospective conformation
judge, what do you believe might be a reason-
able number of breeds to assign to a group in
order that future and current judges be able to
easily and efficiently study those breeds in
order to apply for them?  25

The Next Steps
Gather data on Varieties: Throughout the al-

most eight-year process, many have asked why vari-
eties are not being addressed.   The Committee will
query Delegates and if there is sufficient interest
from the Parent Clubs and Delegates, the commit-
tee will incorporate varieties in to current reassess-
ment effort, with the understanding that any
increase in varieties would increase the numbers of
breeds/varieties within a group.
Assess the Number of Groups:  The 2012 pro-

posal had a specific number of groups, and had indi-
cated how the groups would be reconstituted.  Any
proposal to modify the number and composition of
the AKC groups is difficult.  With that in mind, and
with a view toward additional breeds becoming a
part of the AKC, the committee will look at the long
term and the future need to perhaps further divide
and/or create groups, based on a numerical criteria
and other factors.  
Gather Data regarding Naming of the groups:

Comments in the free-form responses suggested
using the naming conventions Working Group 1,
Working Group 2, or Hound A and Hound B, rather
than any further description.  The committee will
review those concerns and coordinate with groups
such as AKC marketing to determine how such
naming would help or confuse new exhibitors
and/or spectators. 
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GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE, cont’d

Create pro forma assignments of breeds to
groups as demonstration:  As provided in Rules
Applying to Dog Shows, the Board of Directors
makes the determination as to which group a breed
is assigned.   The committee will create pro forma
Group Compositions, but the Board makes the
breed assignments.  Parent Clubs will be queried
for data on potential assignment and may provide
additional information which will be passed on to
the Board for its final decision. 

Involve AKC Club Development Department
and AKC Delegates All Breeds Committee to
assist clubs in as a new group structure is imple-
mented. 

As with any change, there are bound to be ques-
tions.  Some may have relatively easy answers, oth-
ers may take more time.  You may send questions
and comments to Maggi Strouse,
fairwyn@verizon.net for incorporation into the Com-
mittee and Board’s process.

Short History of Varieties*

Prior to 1942, there were no breed varieties. The
AKC Board adopted a rule at that time to per-

mit varieties. In that year, Cockers, Beagles,
Dachshunds, Bull Terriers, English Toy Spaniels,
Poodles and Collies were given variety status. The
next breed to be assigned varieties was Chi-
huahuas in 1952. In 1959, the last varieties cre-
ated were the Toy and Standard Manchester
Terriers, which previously had been classified as
two separate breeds. Since then, the AKC has not
approved any breed to be subdivided into varieties.

The power to add or delete varieties rests with
the Board of Directors under Chapter 3, Section 1
of the Dog Show Rules.

*With special thanks to Mr. Jim Crowley.

Varieties – Some are and some aren’t…
There are several recognized breeds that can be

classified as a trichotomy:

By Size
The Poodle: Toy, Miniature and Standard
The American Eskimo Dog: Toy, Miniature and
Standard
The Xoloitzcuintli: Toy, Miniature and Standard

The Portuguese Podengo: Pequeno, Medio and
Grande

By Color
The Cocker Spaniel: ASCOB, Black and Parti-color

By Coat Type
The Dachshund: Longhaired, Smooth and Wire-
haired

Interestingly, these breeds are each treated dif-
ferently in today’s breed classifications.

The Poodle, the Cocker Spaniel and the Dachs-
hund are each given three-variety status. They are
judged in three separate varietal competitions, with
the winner of each variety sent into group competi-
tion. The Poodle is the only one that appears in two
separate groups. The Dachshund is also further
classified into two sizes (within each variety, but not
varieties themselves) - Miniature and Standard.

The American Eskimo Dog and the Xoloitzcuintli
are judged as a single breed and may be separated
into three Open Classes. The class winners are
judged together with one set of winners and one
breed winner sent into group competition. Addi-
tionally, the Xolo is shown with two “coat” types;
hairless and coated, again judged together.

A DISCUSSION OF BREED VARIETIES
SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE BY:

TOM DAVIES, Springfield Kennel Club, Inc.

KAREN BURGESS, Greater Clark County Kennel Club, Inc.

MAGGI STROUSE, National Shiba Club of America

JOHN NIELSEN, English Setter Association of America, Inc
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GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE, cont’d

The Portuguese Podengo is handled in a third
manner. The Podengo has been given status as
two separate breeds with one (the Portuguese Po-
dengo Pequeno) as a breed, and the other two
(Medio and Grande) as another breed with two
sizes and a single breed winner. In addition, each
of the “sizes” comes with two coat types; smooth
and wire.

Another breed that sort of fits into this discus-
sion (although as a quadrochotomy - I just made
that word up) is the “Belgian Shepherd.” Prior to
1959, the four breeds known today as Belgian
Sheepdogs, Belgian Tervuren, Belgian Malinois
and Belgian Laekenois were a single breed – the
Belgian Shepherd. In 1959, the four were sepa-
rated into four different breeds. The Sheepdog and
the Tervuren were immediately placed in the
Working group and subsequently into the Herding
group in 1983, while the Malinois and Laekenois
were put into Miscellaneous. In 1965, the Malinois
was given full recognition in the Working group
and in 1983 into the Herding group. The
Laekenois was dropped from the Miscellaneous
class due to inactivity, but was restored to Miscel-
laneous classification in 2010.

There are several breeds that are dichotomous.
The six breeds that are considered to be two vari-
eties are:

By Size
• The Beagle: 13 inch and 15 inch
• The Manchester Terrier: Toy and Standard

By Color
• The Bull Terrier: White and Colored
• The English Toy Spaniel: Blenheim & Prince

Charles and King Charles & Ruby

By Coat Type
• The Collie: Rough and Smooth
• The Chihuahua: Long Coat and Smooth Coat

In these six breeds, each variety is judged indi-
vidually, with the breed winners of each continuing
on to group competition.

Breeds with Potential Varieties
There are numerous breeds that, given the op-

portunity, might wish to split into varieties based
on the above classifications, i.e., color, size or coat
type. This would theoretically enable a representa-
tive of each of the varieties to compete in the vari-
ous groups. These are breeds that internalize
self-defined varieties, by offering Open Class com-
petition defined by the same classifications. In
each breed below, there is only one set of winners
and one breed winner that continues on to group
competition.

By Weight
• The Pekingese: under 8 lbs if 12 months old

or older and 8 lbs & over (and under 8 lbs if
under 12 months)

• The Boston Terrier: under 15 lbs, 15 lbs and
under 20 lbs, and 20 lbs not to exceed 25 lbs

• The Standard Manchester Terrier: Over 12
lbs not exceeding 16 lbs, Over 16 lbs not
exceeding 22 lbs

• The Toy Manchester Terrier: 7 lbs and under
and 7 lbs and not over 12 lbs

By Color
• The Labrador Retriever: Black, Chocolate and

Yellow
• The English Cocker Spaniel: Solid Color and

Parti-Color
• The Basenji: Red & White, Black & White,

Black, Tan & White, Brindle & White
• The Briard: Tawny and Black & Gray
• The Boxer: Brindle and Fawn
• The Bullmastiff: Brindle and AOAC
• The Giant Schnauzer: Black and Pepper &

Salt
• The Great Dane: Black, Blue, Brindle, Fawn,

Harlequin and Mantle
• The Newfoundland: Black and Other than

Black
• The Miniature Schnauzer: Salt & Pepper,

Black & Silver and Black
• The Cavalier King Charles Spaniel: Black &

Tan, Blenheim, Ruby and Tri-Color
• The Japanese Chin: Black & White and Red

& White
• The Shiba Inu: Red/Red Sesame, Black &

Tan/AOAC
• The Miniature Pinscher: Black & Rust Red,
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GROUP REASSESSMENT COMMITTEE, cont’d

Chocolate & Rust and Red
• The Pekingese: Parti-Color, Black & Tan,

Black, White & Cream, AOAC
• The Pug: Black and Fawn
• The Chow Chow: AOC, Black and Red
• The Dalmatian: Black Spotted and Liver Spot-

ted
• The French Bulldog: Brindle, Cream & Fawn

and Pied & White
• The Australian Shepherd: Black, Blue Merle,

Red and Red Merle
• The Border Collie: Black & White and AOAC
• The Collie: Blue Merle, Sable & White, Tri-

Color and White
• The Shetland Sheepdog: Black, Blue and

Sable & White

By Coat Type
• The St. Bernard: Longhaired and Shorthaired
• The Brussels Griffon: Rough Coat and

Smooth Coat
• The Chinese Crested: Hairless and Powder-

puff
• The Chinese Shar-Pei: Brush Coat and Horse

Coat
• The Chow Chow: Rough Coat and Smooth

Coat
• The Ibizan Hound: Smooth Coat and Wire

Coat
• The Xoloitzcuintli: Hairless and Coated
• The Portuguese Podengo: Smooth Coat and

Wire Coat
• The Peruvian Inca Orchid: Hairless and

Coated

By Ear Type
• The Skye Terrier: Drop Ears and Prick Ears
• The Papillon: Erect Ear and Drop Ear (Pha-

lene)
The potential varietization of these breeds could

likely depend on the number typically represented
in the conformation ring, as well as parent club in-
terest. Although the number of exhibits may belie
some of the current breeds with varieties such as
the English Toy Spaniel or the Manchester Terri-
ers. Otherwise, this latter set of breeds is offered
without comment.

There are other breeds with significant differ-
ences within their breed standards that might be
considered varieties, such as the Pyrenean Shep-
herd (Rough-faced with one set of size DQs, and
Smooth-faced with a different set of size DQs).

A recent and interesting example is the accept-
ance by AKC of a new breed – the Wirehaired
Vizsla, which might appear to be a differently
coated Vizsla. Another breed recently accorded
Miscellaneous status is the Grande Basset Grif-
fon Vendeen which could be described as a large
version of the Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen. It
will soon be given full and separate breed status.

The desire for varietization of any breed would
obviously fall within the purview of the parent club
(assuming AKC approval of same). Should this
come to pass, it certainly could have an interesting
effect on the makeup of the groups, in particular
potentially a significant increase in the number of
breeds competing in each of the groups. 

Just some interesting thoughts to ponder.
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and hunter, I am regularly
asked about vaccination proto-
cols. I don’t believe in a “one
size fits all” approach to animal
health issues and I try to en-
sure that my advice is based
upon a risk vs. benefit ap-
proach. When discussing the
Leptospirosis vaccination,
there is often resistance from
dog owners from a perceived
risk of vaccination reaction ver-
sus the likelihood that their
dog will contract the disease.
This year, I encourage every
dog owner and breeder to take a new look at Lep-
tospirosis and work with their veterinarian to re-
assess the risk as there have been recent changes
in the prevalence of the disease, its geographic dis-
tribution and the environments that are a reservoir
for potential infection.

Leptospirosis is a disease that is quickly emerg-
ing as a real threat to all dogs and their owners.
It’s a zoonotic disease, which means that it can be
transmitted from animals to people, and as such, is
a public health problem. One-third of all human
cases come from contact with an infected dog.
People and dogs that become infected may have
symptoms that are mistaken for other illnesses.
Some people and dogs have no symptoms, but
carry the disease. Untreated, it can cause kidney
damage, meningitis, liver failure, respiratory dis-
tress and even death.

Leptospirosis is a gram negative spirochete (bac-
teria), often found in mud and water. This type of
bacteria is very motile, especially in moist environ-
ments like mud and water. There are at least six-
teen species of this bacteria and hundreds of
subtypes. The most common in the United States
include L. grippotyphosa, L. bratislava, L. autum-
nalis and L. pomona.

The bacterium is shed in the urine of infected an-
imals, both wild and domestic. The most commonly
infected animals are cattle, pigs, horses, dogs, wild
animals (deer, coyotes, wolves) and rodents. In-

fected animals may not show
any signs of illness, but may
still excrete the bacteria in
their urine. Leptospira is com-
monly found in slow moving or
stagnant water. The bacteria
like warm, moist environments
and areas prone to flooding as
soil conditions can prolong sur-
vival. In the best soil condi-
tions, Leptospira can live for
months.

Dogs typically contract Lep-
tospirosis from July through
November and sometimes after
heavy rains. Across the coun-

try, we are currently seeing outbreaks of Lep-
tospirosis due to the heavy rains and variable
temperatures. In northern California where I prac-
tice, it was rare to see cases of Leptospirosis. Over
the past eight weeks, I have personally diagnosed
or treated seven cases of Leptospirosis and my col-
leagues are likewise reporting an uncharacteristi-
cally high rate of occurrence. I have spoken with
veterinarians in other locations across the country
and some report similar numbers.

Typically, Lepto is transmitted via contact with in-
fected animal urine. As animal habitat is destroyed
and wildlife is more prevalent in urban or suburban
areas, this is no longer just a “hunting dog” dis-
ease. Although we usually think of Lepto as being
transmitted through contact with infected animal
urine (i.e. through breaks in the skin and mucous
membranes), there are other modes of transmis-
sion. Dogs can contract Lepto if they are bitten by
an infected animal, by eating tissue from an in-
fected animal like a placenta or via sexual contact.
In addition, a dog may contract Lepto through con-
tact with contaminated water sources, bedding, soil
or food. Once the bacteria enter the bloodstream,
it multiplies rapidly and causes disease in multiple
organs like the kidneys, liver, spleen, and in the
central nervous and reproductive systems. Dis-
ease is present within two to twenty-six days of ex-
posure.

The main organ systems typically affected are

TO VACCINATE OR NOT TO VACCINATE:  A NEW LOOK AT
THE EMERGENCE OF LEPTOSPIROSIS AND ITS PREVENTION
LISA BOYER, DVM, Delegate American Wirehaired Pointing Griffon Association

Lisa and CH Supreme Point's Blaze of Glory, JH
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clude fever, muscle tenderness followed by vomit-
ing, dehydration, rapid breathing, bleeding from
the nose or mouth, bloody stools and ultimately
death. A more moderate form of the disease is
common and a dog may exhibit fever, loss of ap-
petite, dehydration, bleeding, stiffness, eye infec-
tions, vomiting and diarrhea. The respiratory
system may be affected and the liver or central
nervous system may also become involved. In the
cases that I’ve recently seen, the presenting symp-
toms were vomiting and diar-
rhea. As vomiting and
diarrhea can be indicative of
many diseases, Lepto is not al-
ways considered as a likely di-
agnosis until other signs
appear.

The risk to the humans is
real. We have seen recent re-
ports from the local public
health departments reporting
human cases of Leptospirosis.
In addition, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, (CDCs), report that the number of
urban children infected with Leptospirosis appears
to be increasing.

In the past, I did not recommend vaccination for
Leptospirosis as a core vaccine for dogs not ex-
posed to lakes, rivers, streams, ponds or those that
were not hunting. In addition, I was hesitant to
vaccinate small dogs due to numerous anecdotal
reports of vaccine reactions, some of them serious.
However, over the years, vaccine technology has
changed and so has my viewpoint.

Ten or fifteen years ago, adverse vaccine reac-
tions were not uncommon, particularly with Lep-
tospirosis. I am happy to report that times have
changed. Newer vaccines have been purified and
contain fewer unnecessary proteins or other mole-
cules. These vaccines contain a full dose of the
needed antigen, but are deliverable in a lower vol-
ume. The changes have resulted in a much safer
and less reactive vaccine. When looking at the
available scientific literature, there are no recent
studies that examine the rate of vaccine reactions
in specific breeds or small dogs to the Leptospiro-
sis vaccine. Almost all evidence is anecdotal.

There is one 2005 study from Purdue University re-
garding adverse events diagnosed within three
days of vaccine administration. This study con-
cluded that young adult small breed neutered dogs
that received multiple vaccines in a single office
visit were at increased risk of a vaccine reaction
within 72 hours. No studies have examined the
risk of an adverse event with administration of the
Leptospirosis vaccine alone.

In speaking with veterinary colleagues, those that
vaccinate for Leptospirosis rarely see adverse reac-

tions, especially if they do
not combine Lepto with
other vaccines. This is con-
sistent with my practice ex-
perience. The initial
vaccination for Leptospiro-
sis is a two-shot series,
given at least two weeks
apart (I usually wait three
to four weeks between vac-
cines). My preference is to
give a Leptospirosis vaccine

to puppies after the core vaccines (DHPP and Ra-
bies) are completed. Although I do not combine
the Leptospirosis vaccine with other vaccines, there
are many veterinarians who do and have found this
to be a safe practice. The vaccination for Lep-
tospirosis is an annual vaccine. If given in combina-
tion with a DHPP, referred to as a DHLPP, you need
to remember to repeat the Lepto vaccine annually
as DHPP is administered every three years. In ad-
dition, although not recommended, there are still a
few companies marketing a Lepto vaccine that only
protects against two of the types of Leptospirosis.
These 2-serovar vaccines are usually given in com-
bination with a DHPP or are found in less expen-
sive vaccines, such as those sold in a feed store.
There is no rational reason to use the 2-serovar vac-
cine as the standard recommendation is to use a 4-
serovar Leptospirosis vaccine, the most effective
one available. Unfortunately, there is no vaccine
that will protect against every serovar of Leptospiro-
sis. Running titers in lieu of vaccination is reason-
able, but expensive.

Diagnosing Leptospirosis is challenging. Newly
developed rapid “in clinic” testing is not as reliable
as we would like and the Lepto PCR lab test can

I encourage every dog
owner and breeder to take
a new look at Leptospirosis
and work with their veteri-
narian to reassess the risk
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an in-clinic or PCR test, additional testing for titers
(2 tests, submitted at a specified time interval) is
sometimes needed for definitive diagnosis.

Early detection and treatment can result in a cure
for Leptospirosis. Leptospirosis is susceptible to an-
tibiotics and symptoms can often be treated with IV
fluids and other medications if caught early. For
dogs diagnosed later in the course of the disease, it
can be fatal or mean a lengthy (two-three weeks)
hospital stay with expensive and aggressive treat-
ment.

Outbreaks of Leptospirosis can be cyclical. Due
to weather or environmental conditions, one year
may have increased risk and minimal risk the next.
In Northern California, this year, my recommenda-

tion is that all dogs receive a Leptospirosis vaccina-
tion. Although not all of the cases I have diag-
nosed and treated are covered by the vaccine,
several of them could have been prevented. In ad-
dition, dogs I would have deemed “low risk” (they
didn’t leave their back yard) were also infected.
Based upon my experience these past few months,
I have also, for the first time, vaccinated my own
six-pound Maltese and my seven-pound mixed
breed terrier. Although my two small breed dogs
do not constitute a study group, I am happy to re-
port neither experienced pain or a vaccine reaction.
I encourage you to discuss the risk of Lepto in
your community with your local veterinarian and
make an informed decision regarding vaccination
of your dogs.

Here’s our opportunity to build a great play-
ground for juniors and this one will even have

paw prints!  It’s the new Junior AKC Showcase
Events. When asked what the AKC vision is for this
event, Mari-Beth O’Neill said “It’s an opportunity for
clubs to provide competition for juniors only.”
Clubs have been looking for ways to attract 4H and
community youth into AKC
sports for years. The AKC has
done a fantastic job adding
this and other events that are
perfect for juniors!

When juniors attend Show-
case Events, they will enjoy
more camaraderie than at
any other AKC event.  Yes
there are AKC judges and nerves, but there will
also be great mentors, US!! We’ll be there as men-
tors to help our juniors with their questions and
calm those nerves. Our juniors will be in the mo-
ment enjoying a true relationship with their dog
and experiencing the best kind of therapy for kids
around.  Even if they don’t get a leg or title, dogs
are always ready to try again. We need to teach
our rookie juniors that it is okay to keep trying
and encourage them to continue to train and bond
with their dogs.

To hold a Junior Showcase Event, a club must
be approved for each sport offered.  The reason is
simple. Each sport is judged the same as it would
be at any AKC trial.  However, a club can operate
individually or be part of a cluster of approved
clubs to offer each sport of the Showcase Events.
These events encompass Obedience, Rally, and

Agility.  Scent Work can
also be held on or after
October 1, 2017.  One, two
or all four of these com-
panion sports can be of-
fered.   Three AKC clubs
in my area are consider-
ing working together with
each club providing one

sport for a Showcase Event.  Let’s face it, we may
need to spread the expenses, lessen the burden
on a club for volunteers and provide knowledge-
able mentors.  We’ll also be looking for judges
that are willing to judge for little or no fee (per-
haps delegate judges) for the juniors.

Here is another thought, why not set up Trick
Dog or Farm Dog as a spring board into obedi-
ence and rally?  Then they will climb the tough
obedience and rally walls with all the confidence
they gained doing one of these new events!  From
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BUILD IT AND THEY WILL COME
JOYCE ENGLE, DELEGATE, Northeastern Maryland Kennel Club

We need to teach our rookie
juniors that it is okay to

keep trying and encourage
them to continue
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more fun.  Each sport offered should be the most
basic levels.  For example, in our area, 4H kids
don’t train much for agility.  So ACT 1 and ACT 2
agility is ideal to entice them to try something
new.

Dr. Tom Davies and his club, the Springfield
Kennel Club Inc., held several events that were
nearly identical to the Showcase Events last year.
Spectators and junior exhibitors were thrilled to
participate and want to do more.  Tom recom-

mended talking to state and local 4H offices to or-
ganize and promote the event.  He also said to
“start small” and “keep the entry fees low.” When
I asked if he had other comments, he said “they
will come!”  Thank you, Tom, for such candid ad-
vice!  

At the end of the day, our juniors go home with
new knowledge, confidence, prizes and maybe ti-
tles or legs toward titles on their four-legged part-
ner.  Here’s the challenge, let’s build the
playgrounds and watch them come!  

The Kennel Club of Beverly
Hills has held dog shows

since 1965, at a variety of show
sites, most recently, the Los Ange-
les County Fairgrounds in
Pomona, CA.  This year, the USA
Network, which had been home to
the annual telecast of the West-
minster Kennel Club Dog Show
since 1982, became the televised
home of the Beverly Hills Dog
Show, increasing their public im-
pact.  The inaugural telecast of
“Barking with the Stars,” the Bev-
erly Hills Dog Show was unique,
with a definite “Beverly Hills” flair
including movie stars, former
Olympians, Hollywood dog stars,
a “make over” of a handler, doggie
virtual makeovers with glam stickers, and much
more.  

We were fortunate to get the inside scoop on the
show from David Frei, whose familiar voice and
mix of humor and canine knowledge has become
a household mainstay world-wide as the voice of
“The Garden.”  That familiar annual run ended in
February and David has moved on with other
projects, including co-hosting the inaugural tele-
cast of the Beverly Hills Dog Show.  

So, if you are ready, get set…curtain up and let
the show begin!  And remember, it’s all about the

stars which in this case, are the
wonderful dogs, their handlers,
owners and breeders who make
it all possible!

USA NETWORK’S PREMIERE
OF 

‘BEVERLY HILLS DOG SHOW
PRESENTED BY PURINA’ 
Star-studded event includes

Beverly Hills Housewife Lisa
Vanderpump
and more…

The inaugural telecast of the
BEVERLY HILLS DOG SHOW
PRESENTED BY PURINA pre-
miered on USA on Easter Sun-
day, April 16 at 8 PM/7PM CST.

In addition to the Easter night debut of the show
USA presented an encore on April 17 at 9
AM/8AM CST and NBC aired an encore on Sun-
day, April 23 at 1 PM/12CST. 

USA Network’s broadcast was co-hosted by
David Frei and John O’Hurley, who have been a
part of the very successful NBC Thanksgiving
Day telecast of the National Dog Show presented
by Purina since its inception in 2002. Sports icon
Mary Carillo reported from backstage and
Olympic figure skaters Johnny Weir and Tara
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BARKING WITH THE STARS: THE BEVERLY HILLS DOG SHOW
DAVID FREI, Telecast Co-Host Of Barking With The Stars

INVITED BY SYLVIA ARROWWOOD, Delegate, Charleston Kennel Club

Barking with the Stars telecast co-hosts,
David Frei and John O’Hurley
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red carpet with celebrity in-
terviews. 

Lisa Vanderpump (“The
Real Housewives of Beverly
Hills,” “Vanderpump Rules”)
presented the Best in Show
award, and “E! News” Co-
Host Maria Menounos was
on hand interviewing atten-
dees about how their dogs
are the stars of their families.
Fans were able to tune in to
see more of their favorite
dog loving celebrities includ-

ing Bo Derek, Victor Es-
pinosa, Rex Linn, Jennifer
Marsala, and WWE
wrestler The Big Show on
the red carpet and in the
crowd as glamorous ca-
nines squared off to win
the top prize. It’s also been
announced that NBC
Sports Network (NBCSN)
will feature the show in its
annual “Thanksgiving Day
Dog Show Marathon” on
Thursday, November 23,
2017.Decorations are the finishing touches to the venue

Cameramen with “steadi-cams” check for the best
angles

The National Anthem signals the official start of the show

Honoring our servicemen and their K-9 partners Amazing display of athleticism in the
Frisbee demonstration

CSI Miami Star, Rex Linn exhibits
his dog, Riddler
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Time for a break as Valerie Nunes
is greeted by  Riddler

Junior Handler, Riley Capton, in her
lovely frock designed by her Mom

The stars come out, left to right, Victor Espinoza, Bo Derek, Rex
Linn and WWE Wrestler Big Show 

The excitement builds with the Best in Show lineup in place

Reserve Best in Show Bichon Frise with Bill McFadden Best in Show Doberman presented by Dylan Kipp
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The AKC Board approved the awarding of
Scholarships to Juniors with the establish-

ment of the AKC National Junior Organization in
1996. The first scholarships were awarded in
1997. Since the inception over 300 individuals
have been recipients of a scholarship. The crite-
ria for the Scholarship include:

• Participation in an AKC Event
• Academic Performance
• Club Member (Documentation of working

for the club required)
• Essay describing future involvement as a

breeder or exhibitor.
Prior recipients include Breeders of Merit, AKC

Judges of Conformation, Hunt Tests, Agility, and
Junior Showmanship. Recipients have also be-
come members of the AKC Registered Handlers
Program. Most importantly, several of the prior

recipients are now serving in various capacities as
members of Parent Clubs or All Breed Clubs
serving as Show Chairman and officers.

Some of the former recipients have pursued
other careers including becoming veterinarians,
doctors, lawyers, teachers, pharmacologists, dog
trainers, and AKC employees. Recipients have
handled their dogs to titles in Conformation, Obe-
dience, Agility, Hunt Tests, Lure Coursing, Herd-
ing, Tracking, Rally, and Earthdog as well as CGC
and Therapy Dog. Their achievements include
participation across all AKC Events from winning

Best Junior at Westminster, the AKC National
Championship, the International Junior Competi-
tion at Crufts, plus the AKC Obedience Invita-
tional and being a member of the World Agility
Team representing the United States.

The 2017–2018 AKC Junior Scholarship
Recipients are:

Alexandra Backos, PA
Callie Caoua, OH
Diana Chan, CT
Annika Dechert, WY
Kaitlyn Dreese, PA
Carroll Giese, PA
Rebecca Grinsell, FL
Kara Hinsman, IL
Miki Hodel, MO
Lauren Hull, NY
Mackenzie Jones, SC
Amy Judge, WA
Mary Lee, MS
Shahntae Martinez, WA
Jennifer Necker, NM
Megan Quast, MN
Melissa Rought, MI
Nicki Short, WA
Rebecca Skahan, NH
Amanda Swanson, NY
Annessa Towell, OK
Samantha Van Buren, MN
John Woodworth, CT
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JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
MARI-BETH O’NEILL, AKC Vice President Sports Services

Junior Mary Lee

Junior Amanda Swanson
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The awarding of scholarships by AKC as well as
Parent Clubs, and All Breed Clubs has greatly as-
sisted many members of the fancy in obtaining
an education. Equally important, each of the re-

cipients has affirmed that receiving the scholar-
ship and continuing to foster a love of and dedi-
cation to dogs, has assisted them in reaching
their goals.

O’NEILL, cont’d

Junior Diana ChanJunior Samantha Van Buren

In early 2016, the US Senate held two hearings
that focused on issues related to the security of

our airports and our borders. From these hear-
ings, we learned about two road blocks hindering
the development of a domestic breeding program
designed to breed and train detection dogs which
are used by TSA and other government agencies
to detect explosives and
drugs. Dogs are the num-
ber one detector for explo-
sives. Most of these dogs
are purebred and 80 to 90%
of detection dogs are im-
ported from Europe. With
more incidents of home-
grown terrorism in the United States, the demand
for detection dogs is increasing. But Europe also
is facing mounting threats and is buying more of
the supply of needed dogs and retaining the best
dogs.

The first road block focused on the govern-
ment regulation requiring breeders to become
authorized vendors before they can sell or do-
nate dogs to the government, while the second
was the lack of an organized effort to help
breeders and citizens who were interested in
meeting this need.

Dr. Cindy Otto of the
University of Pennsylvania
Working Dog Center dis-
cussed these two prob-
lems with us after her
testimony to the Senate
last year. She suggested
AKC involvement. The

AKC Board discussed the problem and agreed
that an AKC initiative should be developed.
The Chairman appointed a small group of Board
members (Arnold, Ashby, Battaglia, Dok), and
staf f to form a committee to explore whether
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AKC U.S. DETECTION DOG CONFERENCE
BY DR. CARMEN BATTAGLIA, Delegate, German Shepherd Club Of America, Inc.

...the American Kennel Club
is in a unique position

to drive change.
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Senior Vice President of Registration, was
asked to lead the effort with Penny Leigh as
Project Manager. AKC CFO Joe Baffuto and
AKC Vice Presidents Doug Ljungren, Sheila
Goffe, Brandi Hunter and Heather McManus
also played crucial roles on the committee,
called the AKC Detection Dog Feasibility Com-
mittee.

The first step was to gain insight into the
problem. Visits were made to the University of
Pennsylvania Working Dog Center and to Lack-
land Air Force Base in San Antonio, TX, home
of the TSA and Department of Defense working
dog programs and contracting offices. Subse-
quent meetings were held with several breed
clubs, breeders, and kennel owners to under-
stand their interest in the development of a na-
tional program to improve the domestic supply
of detection dogs.

These initial discussions revealed most ex-
perts agreed that the United States should take
steps to develop its own breeding program to
protect the country. The experts also agreed
that the U.S. should learn from prior mistakes,
particularly the development and shuttering of
four government dog breeding programs, each
ending in death by budget cut. Most recently,
the TSA dismantled its breeding program at
Lackland AFB due to budget cuts in 2012, mak-
ing clear how one government action could, and
did, produce the unintended consequence of
terminating one of our country’s most valuable
national security programs, one that was pro-
ducing needed research and trained dogs suit-
able for protecting our airports and borders.

One of the first actions of the AKC Detection
Dog Feasibility Committee was to devise a plan
to bring together a group of key stakeholders
from academia, government, training, and pri-
vate security services to discuss this problem
and the need for new approaches. On February
28 and March 1, 2017, the first AKC U.S. Detec-
tion Dog Conference convened in Durham,
North Carolina. The conference was attended
by more than 50 invitees, including researchers,
government officials, AKC delegates and other
interested parties. Twelve invited speakers pre-

sented on a range of topics including genetics,
breeding models, behavioral research, organiza-
tional management, government purchasing and
logistics, and other related issues. The key mes-
sage from this meeting was the need for a na-
tional breeding program and the opportunities
to further enhance working dog science in the
areas of genomics, breeding, training, manage-
ment, and behavior.

Dr. Carmen Battaglia opened the conference
by welcoming the attendees and presenters. He
reviewed the need and purpose of the confer-
ence and why AKC was involved. His remarks
included some historical background and the
unintended consequences of relying on Euro-
pean countries to breed and train detection
dogs needed by the United States.

Carl Ashby, AKC Board Vice Chair, presented a
review of AKC’s core values, mission and pur-
pose. He touched on Standards of Care and
Conditions and the collaborations with the
AVMA, canine health research affiliates, breed
club organizations, and outside associations. He
also discussed the relationship and importance
between AKC’s 5,000 clubs, their breeders, ca-
nine research activities, and the natural connec-
tion they have to the goals and purposes of the
conference.

Sgt. Wendell Nope of the Utah Department of
Public Safety provided an overview of the dan-
gers present in our cities and the need for well-
trained detection dogs. He reported that in his
survey of ten states, 80 -90% of the dogs used
by police departments were purchased from Eu-
ropean vendors. This supply is decreasing with
each terrorist attack.

Lt. Colonel Mathew Enroth, Chief of Veteri-
nary Diagnostics at the US Department of De-
fense Military Working Dog Veterinary Service,
discussed the screening and evaluation of dogs
being considered by the DOD/TSA before they
are purchased and the primary reasons for fail-
ure, which included hips, elbows, lumbar, and
temperament.
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canine and breeding program, titled his presen-
tation “lessons learned,” which included infor-
mation about selection in a breeding program
and success in the field. He discussed TSA eval-
uation criteria for “green dog” candidates and
the needed traits such as: confidence, response
to distractions, responsiveness, initiative, hear-
ing sensitivity and body sensitivity.

Dr. Eldin Leighton, President of the Interna-
tional Working Dog Breeding Association, pre-
sented a thirteen-page proposal co-authored by
Dr. Cindy Otto, Dr. Liz Hare and Scott Thomas.
Their paper proposed a long-range view and
guidelines for an independent effort that would
bring together the private and public sectors in
a working collaboration for purpose-bred, well-
trained dogs to accomplish a variety of missions
needed for the safety and security of the United
States.

Dr. Cindy Otto, Executive Director of the Penn
Vet Working Dog Center, used an informative
video that depicted the on-going work at her
center and how it achieves its success with pup-
pies and their progress toward detecting cancer
and epilepsy. Research at the center focuses on
the uniqueness of the canine olfactory system
and on tests designed to evaluate detecting
unique substances. Otto expanded on the rea-
sons why the United States needs a national
breeding program with features that include a
national semen bank, phenotype screening, and
studies to evaluate both the successful dogs and
those that “wash out.”

Dr. Liz Hare, a quantitative geneticist at the
Penn Vet Working Dog Center, presented statis-
tical research and data on phenotypes, geno-
types, pedigrees, heritability and estimated
breeding values (EBV).

Paul Bunker, Chief Trainer at K-2 Solutions, a
government vendor based in North Carolina,
used an outdoor area to demonstrate the abili-

ties of dogs trained to find and detect danger-
ous substances and follow a person that is car-
rying suspicious substances through a crowd.

Don Roberts, Program Manager for the Detec-
tion Canine and Surface Transportation Explo-
sive Threat Detection Program for Homeland
Security Advanced Research, discussed meth-
ods and his on-going research to improve the
operational proficiency of canine detection
teams. His presentation included discussion on
the support for the needs of the FBI and their
interests in odors related to explosive detection.

A panel discussion made up of Dr. Carmen
Battaglia, Dr. Cindy Otto, Dr. Paul Waggoner of
Auburn University, Scott Thomas of TSA, and
Paul Bunker of K2 Systems, addressed new top-
ics and wrapped up the open items from previ-
ous presentations. Dr. Battaglia summarized
the proceedings with a brief overview of the
conference and challenged the audience to re-
view the discussions, recommendations and
suggestions.

We now have a deeper understanding of what
needs to be done. The key takeaway from this
conference is that AKC must not shirk its re-
sponsibility to provide the leadership and know-
how to effectively address this critical
homeland security issue. With the largest and
most professional breeder network in the world,
the American Kennel Club is in a unique posi-
tion to drive change. Our plan is to continue to
work with all the stakeholders to research the
problem and develop actions that will best im-
pact the U.S. domestic supply of detection dogs.
We will use Perspectives to keep you up to date
on this important work.
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The AKC Board created the Legal Outreach
Committee in 2013 to focus on new ways for

the AKC community to more effectively connect
with legal circles, especially in terms of law
schools and bar associations. Since inception, the
Committee’s charge has been to supplement the
work already being carried
out by others, such as our
Government Relations De-
partment and our Dele-
gates Legislative Caucus.
The members of the Com-
mittee are Bill Feeney,
Martha Feltenstein, Bar-
bara Penny, Sheila Goffe,
Alan Kalter, and the author
(as Chair). Additionally, since becoming General
Counsel for the AKC, Jay Waks has functioned as
an ad hoc liaison from the AKC’s Legal Depart-
ment.

Currently, the Committee is working with
staff and other sponsors including the American
Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) in con-
nection with the AKC’s co-sponsorship of a
legal writing contest for law students. The 2017
contest is about to launch, with an October sub-
mission deadline. This is the second time AKC
has co-sponsored such a contest. This type of
endeavor provides a vehicle for AKC to commu-
nicate with law school students and their pro-
fessors.

The Committee also continues to explore nu-
merous alternatives for participation in “continu-
ing legal education” (CLE) programs for
lawyers. The presence of lawyers with an AKC
background in bar association animal law com-
mittees and sections appears to have been virtu-

ally non-existent in past
decades, producing huge
challenges in terms of pos-
sible involvement in “CLE”
programs presently being
carried out. As a result,
over this past year, Com-
mittee members have re-
peatedly urged Delegates
who are lawyers and in at-

tendance at AKC Legislative Caucus sessions to
join animal law committees or sections associ-
ated with their state or local bar associations.
Membership in such groups could lead to in-
volvement in planning specific CLE programs in
the future. Moreover, there are topics which
Committee members, Delegates, or other attor-
neys associated with the AKC, could address
that are not in the mainstream of traditional
controversies with “animal rights” activists.
Any list of such topics would include, but are
not limited to estate planning involving pet
trusts, mediation, pet custody (at the time of di-
vorce), domestic violence act protection for ani-
mals, etc.
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SUMMARY ON THE AKC’S LEGAL OUTREACH COMMITTEE
DAVID H. HOPKINS, Delegate, English Springer Spaniel Field Trial Club Of Illinois

…the perspective on dogs now
being presented to law students
and professors and to the prac-
ticing bar is that of animal

rights (AR) entities.

Perspectives
WANTS TO KNOW:

What does your Parent Club do to make first-time attendees
feel welcome at your club's annual National Specialty?

We will put the responses together and report back
in the September issue. Thanks!

Please send your responses to Don James,
dcjames1@gmail.com by July 15.  
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Committee’s and the Government Relations De-
partment’s current exploration of working on a
legal conference for lawyers in the private bar,
practicing in the animal law area. The confer-
ence would potentially be cosponsored with a
law firm. Whether such a conference can be-
come a reality in the near term future remains
to be seen.

On an ad hoc basis, the Committee has fo-
cused on other methods for the AKC to reach
out to segments of the population not normally
associated with purebred dogs. Illustrative is
the position paper and accompanying one-page
summary on domestic violence recently ap-
proved by the Board. These two documents go
hand-in-hand with the AKC Humane Fund’s
grant program for shelters for abuse victims
that will also accommodate pets of such vic-
tims. Both are included, following this article.

The AKC’s existence and high standards need
to be presented more effectively to the legal
community. The perspective on dogs now being
presented to law students and professors, and
to the practicing bar, is that of animal rights

(AR) entities. Indeed, most law students and
practicing lawyers appear unaware of the range
and depth of the AKC’s countless contributions
over many years. Any list of such examples
would include (i) the AKC Canine Health Foun-
dation’s huge role over the last twenty-plus
years in funding scientific research on prevent-
ing, diagnosing, and curing countless medical
challenges to both animals and humans, (ii) the
AKC’s and AKC Reunite’s outstanding disaster
trailer project, (iii) the AKC’s police dog pro-
gram, and (iv) the extensive work of AKC-con-
nected rescue groups, especially though parent
clubs, to note only a few illustrations.

The Legal Outreach Committee is continuing
to focus on new ways to “reach out” to the
legal community. Possibly, there would be merit
in a concentrated system to communicate better
with lawyer AKC fanciers who are not Dele-
gates, but are active in local AKC clubs, espe-
cially to encourage appropriate involvement in
local or state bar associations. All suggestions
and questions from all members of the Delegate
Body are encouraged.

See the following
2 pages to view
these documents
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1428743_1  

1/22/15 
 

PROTECTING PETS UNDER DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ACTS 
 

Background 
 
 Domestic abuse takes many forms.  Sadly, sociological and psychological studies show a stunning 
percentage of cases involving family victims that also involve threats to the well-being of animals and/or actual 
harm having been perpetrated against pets.  Further, many domestic violence shelters in the United States are 
not adequately equipped to provide housing for pets accompanying human victims. 
 

Points to Consider 

•! Links exist between Abuse of Pets and Domestic Violence. 
Studies corroborate the overlap and/or connection between the abuse of animals and the abuse of 
humans.  “….  A nationwide survey of fifty of the largest domestic violence shelters dating back to 
1997 reported that eighty-five percent of women and sixty-three percent of children reported domestic 
incidents of animal abuse.  ….”∗ 
 

•! Domestic Violence Acts are Especially Suited to Protect Pets. 
State Domestic Violence Acts, enacted to address domestic abuse as a serious crime against both 
individuals and society, are usually a unique interplay between civil and criminal law.  Orders under 
such Acts (including both emergency orders obtained at ex parte hearings and final orders) generally 
entail “sharp teeth,” and many types of violations can be prosecuted as criminal offenses.  Prohibitions 
against abuse, stay-away mandates, and required reimbursements for expenses and losses due to abuse 
are among the remedies often available. 
 

•! Many Shelters can Accommodate Pets. 
Increasingly, shelters in the U.S. for human victims are recognizing the linkage between human and 
animal abuse, including the paralytic effect on adult victims in terms of seeking protections due to fear 
as to the possible fate of the family pet if it is “left behind.”  In response to this widespread problem, 
the American Kennel Club’s Humane Fund, a Section 501(c)(3) entity, established in 2010 a grant 
program for shelters that permit or accommodate pets. 
 

Improvements to the Law and Supportive Services 
 
 In terms of legislation, the American Kennel Club strongly supports amendments to state Domestic 
Violence Acts that are protective of victims of abuse and their pets. Illustrative is the following recommended 
statutory language, based on a 2008 enactment in Illinois, providing for a remedy available for all types of 
orders under the Illinois Domestic Violence Act: 
 

 “(______)  Protection of Animals.  Grant the petitioner the exclusive care or control 
of any animal owned, possessed, leased, kept, or held by either the petitioner or the respondent 
or a minor child residing in the residence or household of either the petitioner or the 
respondent and order the respondent to stay away from the animal and forbid the respondent 
from taking, transferring, encumbering, concealing, harming, or otherwise disposing of the 
animal.” 

 
 In terms of domestic violence shelters, the American Kennel Club strongly supports public education 
efforts as to alternative ways such shelters can accommodate pets, either on site or by affiliating with nearby 
animal care facilities.  (Details of the AKC’s Humane Fund grant program are available on the Humane Fund’s 
website – www.akchumanefund.org.) 

                                                
∗ “Protecting the Family Pet:  The New Face of Maryland Domestic Violence Protective Orders.”  Friedman and Norman, 
40 U. Balt. Law Forum 81, 86 (2009). 
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1460397_1 

Approved by AKC Board of Directors 
April, 2015 

AKC CANINE LEGISLATION POSITION STATEMENT 

Protections for Pets 
under State Domestic Violence Acts 

The American Kennel Club supports additions to states’ domestic violence statutes that 
allow for the issuance of protective orders that seek to guard pets from harm, risk of harm or 
alienation.  Such protections should include prohibiting alleged abusers from contact with pets and 
permitting grants of temporary exclusive care or control of a pet to a petitioning alleged victim.  
Statutes may also provide appropriate financial remedies for the petitioner to provide for the care 
of the animals subject to a protective order.  These provisions should not impact the legal status of 
animals as property.   
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU….JACQUELINE CARSWELL
SYLVIA THOMAS, Delegate, Kennel Club of Riverside

Imet Jacqueline in March when she attended her
first meeting.  I witnessed her enthusiasm, excite-

ment and energy first hand.  She’s in the enviable
and historic position of being the first Delegate for
the Berger Picard Club of America which were wel-
comed into the Herding Group on July 1, 2015.  This
month, it’s my pleasure to introduce Jacqueline Car-
swell to everyone.

How did you become involved with dogs?
My mother used to tell a story where on my birth-

day, she presented me with a beautiful doll and car-
riage. She said I promptly grabbed the doll by its
ankle, pitched it overboard, and deposited our Mini
Smooth Dachshund in the carriage and strolled
away.   My home has never been without dogs and
cats.  I’ve also had horses for the majority of my life. 

What breeds do you have and how did you
choose your first breed?

Irish Wolfhounds, Berger Picard, two Mini Dachs-
hunds (smooth and wire), Basset Hound and one
mixed breed.  My mother used to watch a soap
opera when I was a child called “Ryan’s Hope.”  One
day a huge, magnificent hound named Finn was on
the show and I knew one day, I would have one of
my own.  Approximately ten years later, at the age of
19, I brought Shavaughn into my life. This began my
involvement with the AKC and the sport of pure-
bred dogs.  Shavaughn, at the age of 12 weeks
knocked me off of the steps of my house and I knew
from that moment I would need professional help! A

local group of women was trying to start an Obedi-
ence club in Waycross, GA so I took classes with my
Irish Wolfhound.  We graduated top in our class and
one of the students, Kim Young, encouraged me to
compete with her in AKC shows. Shavaughn earned
her CD title. While competing in Obedience I
learned about conformation showing.

Where does your dog interest lie and Why?
In health and legislation because without these

two essential elements, we will not be given the op-
portunity to breed, exhibit, compete with and share
our lives with dogs.

Do you actively exhibit and or breed your
dogs? 

Yes, I do.

Do you judge? Tell us more about it.
Yes, I am currently licensed to judge Irish

Wolfhounds and Rhodesian Ridgebacks with plans
to add more breeds in the near future.

What Club do you represent? 
Berger Picard Club of America

When did you become a delegate?
The AKC Board of Directors approved me at their

February 2017 Board meeting and I attended my
first meeting in March.

What was your interest in becoming a dele-
gate? 

Betsy Richards, the President of the Berger Pi-
card Club of America (BPCA), asked if I would con-
sider being the delegate voice for our Parent Club.
After careful consideration, I agreed to accept the
challenge.  I submitted my application to the Board
of Directors, was voted on and elected.  My main in-
terest is to further solidify the relationship between
the BPCA and the AKC by helping my club further
understand its role in communicating with and sup-
porting the work of the AKC.  

You are in a “history-making” situation as the
first delegate for this new breed Club.  Is there
something you want to accomplish? 
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Jackie and Elior
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do not understand the vital role the AKC plays in
supporting our sport through the assistance of its
member clubs.  It’s a symbiotic relationship.  

Tell us a little about the club you represent.
The club started out as most do, with a group of

devoted people who wanted to introduce this com-
pelling breed to the United States.  In December
2006 a group of ladies popped the cork on a bottle of
Dom Perignon around the kitchen table of one of
the founding member’s homes in a snowy, St. Paul,
MN suburb and the journey began.    The club now
has over 200 members and is about to hold its fifth
(the first two being held under AKC open show
rules) National Specialty in Raleigh, NC.  We have
already scheduled a tour of AKC while there to edu-
cate our members about the different aspects of
AKC.

The BPCA supports the AKC Canine Health
Foundation and is a Parent Club supporter of CHIC
(Canine Health Information Center).  All club mem-
bers are encouraged to health test their Berger Pi-
cards whether they intend to breed or not, and are
asked to supply a blood sample for DNA to the
CHIC DNA repository.  

The club supports all public education efforts of
the AKC by manning Meet the Breeds booths at all
AKC sponsored events.  We have an extremely
proactive judges’ education committee making pre-
sentations throughout the country.  To date, the
BPCA has conducted two separate European style
evaluation events, gathering statistical information
and expert critiques for the purpose of making sure
the US breeders adhere to the country of origin’s
breed standard. The BPCA is adamant about keep-
ing the breed in its rough and natural state.  They
should never look neat and tidy or coiffed.

How has the sport changed since you got your
first dog?

It’s changed dramatically from the time I started
exhibiting dogs in the early 80’s. At that time breed-
ers exhibited their breeding stock, everyone stayed
for the groups, socialized, shared ideas, discussed
health issues, and supported one another. Our AKC
community had a positive reputation as custodians

and stewards of our breeds.  

Given the many issues AKC is facing (anti-dog
legislation, declining registration, reduced rev-
enue, competition with other registries), do
you have any ideas about what it should do?

We need to come to terms with the fact the people
don’t view the AKC, the sport, or breeders as posi-
tively as they once did. When people ask me about
my involvement with the AKC, my breeding pro-
gram, and judging assignments, I currently am pre-
pared to take some extra time to turn the
conversation into an educational and informational
opportunity. Years ago the sport used to be viewed
and acknowledged as a positive contribution. Now
I’m almost made to feel as if I’ve committed a
shameful crime because I bred a litter or attended a
dog show. I do appreciate that the AKC has made
tremendous advancements in helping with public
education and polishing up the “AKC brand,” but
more needs to be done through the media outlets.
People ostracize what they don’t understand; we
need the general public to be aware of what goes on
behind the scenes, not just what happens at the dog
shows.  However, this burden should not be placed
solely on the shoulders of the AKC, but shared
among all of the clubs and their members.

If it were possible to change something or
start something new that would solve some-
thing having to do with the AKC, dog shows or
events or anything related to purebred dogs,
what would it be?  

Prime time television commercials promoting the
AKC brand. We have a plethora of talented and well
educated people in our dog community who could
be utilized in this area.  Presentations geared to ed-
ucate school aged children.  Let the world (not just
at dog shows) know about the Canine Health Foun-
dation, the Humane Fund, canine legislation, disas-
ter trailers, etc.  In order to be perceived differently
by the general public, we must show the different
facets of our organization. 

When it comes to dogs, what one thing is still
on your bucket list?

Well, I plan to continue applying for more breeds
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Berger Picard Specialty in France!   

What can you tell us about yourself that we
wouldn’t already know?  

I’ve been around too long to have any secrets.  :-)   

Anything else on your mind you want to
share?   

Simply that I look forward to discovering what

this facet of the sport entails and in the process,
learn from and be of assistance to my fellow AKC
delegates.  Raising public awareness of the AKC’s
role in the preservation of the purebred dog, not
only through shows, but also through canine health
legislation and welfare.

I have a feeling Jackie will be looking for ways to
be involved with fellow delegates, timely issues, and
making a difference.  Let’s welcome her and help
her get started!

Iam passionate about the AKC Dog Sport and in
particular Obedience.
Unfortunately, the Obedience entry continues to

decline.  There are a number of reasons for this,
but, put simply, there are more events, such as
Agility, Earth Dog, Lure Coursing, Herding, Field
Trial, Tracking Test, Barn Hunt, and more re-
cently, Scent Work, and Trick Dog.  It is wonder-
ful that the fancy has so many areas in which to
participate with their dogs; however, many don’t
realize Obedience is the very foundation for these
events. Many of us started out in Obedience, but
switched to Conformation or
to other areas that interested
us or our dogs.

Some clubs are dropping
Obedience due to lack of en-
tries and cost or lack of club
members with knowledge about managing that
part of the event.  Perhaps the following points
may help clubs reinvigorate and manage Obedi-
ence.  

When developing a judging panel for a trial, the
trial/show committee and/or the show chairman
has to consider how to effectively use judges for
an event.  This is true whether it is a panel for an
all-breed show, Obedience trial or Rally trial.
Many considerations are used in the process to se-
lect judges.  

• Is it a stand-alone trial? 
• Is it in conjunction with an all-breed or group

club?

• Is it a combined trial?
• Is it a concurrent trial? 
• Is it a double trial?  
• Does your club offer the newly approved Jun-

ior Showcase only?
• Does your club offer the newly approved Pre-

ferred Classes only?
All of the above trials require judges to judge

the trials/shows.  
Clubs should decide how many optional classes

or stand-alone classes to offer in addition to all of
the regular classes.  It is helpful to review entries

and class distribution from
the previous two years to
make an informed decision
on the number of judges to
engage. The following can be
factored in:

1. Hire judges who can judge all classes plus Rally
2. Hire local judges who are close by to minimize

travel expenses
3. Consider how many classes will be assigned a

judge (no more than 7 hours of judging)
4. It is not unreasonable to expect a judge to judge

at least 5 to 6 hours per day (with a lunch
break)

5. Make sure the judge is willing to judge the
class(es) assigned to him/her

6. Try to engage provisional judges
7. Coordinate classes to have the ring run effi-

ciently so judges don’t have to reset the ring,
saving judge’s time and steward’s work load
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EFFECTIVE USE OF OBEDIENCE JUDGES
BETTY M. WINTHERS, DELEGATE, Olympic Kennel Club, Inc.

When developing a judging
panel…consider how to effec-
tively use judges for an event.  
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with a class that requires jump(s)
b. Assign both Beginning A and B classes to the

same judge
c. In general, Rally entries are increasing.

Therefore, it might not be wise to assign a
judge to both Rally and Obedience.  

d. For low entry specialty breeds, it would be
advantageous to hire judges who could do all.
Or, do a combined trial with other breeds, in
order to share judges and expenses. 

e. There could be other factors to consider.
Each club has to decide what is best for their
trial.  

f. Limit entry to 4 hours of judging.  Unlike
Conformation, which allows for 20-25 dogs
per hour, in Obedience, each class takes a dif-
ferent amount of time. Use the formulas
below to decide on your schedule. 

The following charts are useful in scheduling an
Obedience judging program.

The order in which classes are scheduled in
each ring should also be considered.  Having
classes with similar ring set-ups follow one an-
other saves time and increases efficiency.

After entries have closed, any club holding a Li-
censed or Member Obedience Trial must prepare

a judging program. 
Unlike conformation, each class of Obedience

takes a different amount of time. 
Use the following formula for judging time. The

judging program will be based on the judging of
no more than the following:

Hopefully some clubs might reconsider putting
Obedience back into their shows again.

HAPPY HEELING!!!
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AKC Marketplace was launched in December
2015 with the goal of making it easier for

breeders to find responsible and loving homes for
their puppies.  It is the only site that exclusively
lists AKC puppies from AKC registered litters. The
Marketplace highlights AKC Breeders of Distinc-
tion, Breeders of Merit, Bred with H.E.A.R.T.
Breeders, and AKC Club members -with special
icons on their listings that distinguishes them from
each other. The Marketplace also provides infor-
mation on every breed to help prospective puppy
buyers determine which is best for them, their
families, and their lifestyle.  From breed informa-
tion to educational material and connecting with a
responsible breeder, it’s important we accommo-
date their journey and facilitate their search.

As the AKC Marketplace continues to grow,
the need to highlight and promote our breeders
becomes even more important.  The Market-
place team has started working in collaboration

with AKC’s Parent Clubs on ways to improve the
puppy buying experience for both breeders and
buyers. In December at the 2016 AKC National
Championship, the Marketplace Team met with
members of the Vizsla Club of America.  Based
on input from that meeting, the Marketplace
team created a Parent Club Member Manage-
ment tool for Marketplace. The tool enables Par-
ent Clubs to proactively remove club member
designations for breeders who don't belong to
the Parent Club.  With this tool, we're hoping to
erase the complaints of breeder misrepresenta-
tion and do a better job of promoting our best
breeders. This tool is planned to be released in
May 2017 for Parent Clubs with future support
coming to AKC Member Clubs as well.  The
AKC Marketplace will continue to evolve as an
online resource intended to bring potential dog
owners and reputable and responsible breeders
together.
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AKC MARKETPLACE
STEVE PESSAH, AKC Senior Product Manager

http://www.marketplace.akc.org/
http://www.marketplace.akc.org/
http://www.marketplace.akc.org/
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We asked Delegates to share their thoughts
given this question:  

You have one minute to tell people about
the value of AKC. What do you say?

Gini Denninger
Delegate, Genesee Valley Kennel Club, Inc.

To preserve dogs with a purpose. 

Mary Anne Fowler
Delegate, North Shore Dog Training Club, Inc. and
President of the Chicagoland Hound Association and
Secretary of the Dachshund Club of the Great Lakes 

The purpose of the AKC is to help all dogs be
healthy and happy.

Carl C. Ashby, III
Delegate, United States Kerry Blue Terrier Club, Inc.

The American Kennel Club is the only organiza-
tion 100% committed to all aspects of responsible
dog ownership.  This includes health, care,
preservation of purpose bred dogs, promotion of

responsible dog ownership.  No organization does
as much or deserves your support more than the
American Kennel Club!

Monica Henderson Stoner
Delegate, Saluki Club of America

The American Kennel Club dedicates itself to the
health and well being of all dogs, striving to ensure
the best possible life for them and their people.

Sylvia Thomas
Delegate, Kennel Club of Riverside

The AKC is not just about dog shows; it is dedi-
cated to protecting the rights of all dog owners
and responsible dog ownership.  It continues to
find ways to open AKC events to more dogs, for
example the Purebred Alternative Listing (PAL)
program makes it possible for dogs that are not
AKC registered to compete in AKC Companion
and Performance events.  Additionally, in times of
disaster, it is the AKC and disaster relief trailers
that are present to assist owners and their dogs
during their time of need.
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IF YOU ASK ME
MONICA HENDERSON STONER, Delegate, Saluki Club Of America

One of our own at the American Kennel Club is the
way breeders, exhibitors and dog handlers

might describe Glenn Lycan, who in 2015 took on
the mantle Director Event Operations Support.
Glenn literally grew up in dogs, helping his parents
with their Samoyeds during the 1960’s. His mother,
Audrey Lycan, is still involved, avidly judging dogs.
Glenn’s first show dog was, naturally, a Samoyed.
Having grown up in the sport, Glenn experienced
the many phases offered: from Junior Handling,
breeding, breeder/exhibiter to professional han-
dling. He eventually worked three years for Hous-
ton and Toddie Clark, learning the ropes as a
professional handler. With a firm foundation on the
handling business, Glenn started his own career as
a professional handler. He and his wife Rebecca ran
a successful boarding kennel and professionally
handled dogs for eighteen years. He’s hooked on
dogs, believing, “You can’t get enough of them, sort

of like Lay’s® Potato Chips!”
In February 2002, Glenn switched gears, coming

to work at the AKC as Associate Director of Special
Services and within a year had been promoted to
Director Customer Registration Support and DNA
Operations. The AKC added Customer Relations to
his oversight and for over thirteen years, millions of
people were served by Glenn and his staff. Those
who have been in the fancy for a period can still re-
member the dissatisfaction people would express
over the way they were handled by the AKC.
Things have changed. Glenn believes in building
trust and empathy during a customer interaction as
well as having firm knowledge of services available
to customers, enabling staff to resolve issues in one
phone call whenever possible. It’s important to him
that those in customer service really want to help
people.

Now it’s fair to say people are happier with AKC
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MEET THE AKC STAFF: HERE’S GLENN LYCAN
GINI DENNINGER, Delegate Genessee Valley Kennel Club



customer relations. Perhaps this can be partially at-
tributed to having a Director who understands the
needs of the fancy, in a position where he can affect
change. While improving service, Glenn also helped
reduce over-all department costs by 25%.

The American Kennel Club rewarded Glenn for
his quality performance by naming him Director
Event Operations Support in April, 2015, where he
still serves the fancy. This job is huge considering
over 15,000 (!!!) events are coordinated annually.
One of his goals is to help events grow and to at-
tract new dog lovers. Glenn and his department
work closely with show
and event chairpersons
and serve as the pri-
mary liaison for the
AKC with show superin-
tendents. Doug Ljun-
gren, Vice President of
Sports and Events,
pointed out the complex-
ity of hosting shows and
trials when touting the
addition of Glenn to this
staff position, mention-
ing that Glenn has been a participant in the sport
for over thirty years. Now working with Alan Slay,
Director Events Operations, and Bri Tesarz, Man-
ager of Dog Show Rules and Programs. Glenn as-
sists in researching and structuring new
conformation initiatives in addition to his other du-
ties.

While born in the north, one could say he has be-
come an honorary southerner by the sheer fact that
he has spent over 80% of his life below the Mason-
Dixon line. Having lived in the Atlanta area and now
the Raleigh area, he and Rebecca made the decision
to go the corporate route when they had their son
in 1999. They decided it was time to get off the
road as handlers and concentrate on raising him.
While acknowledging that professional handlers can
and do properly raise children while staying in their
profession, he and Rebecca wanted a more tradi-
tional upbringing for their child.

Glenn, his wife, and their son live in Holly
Springs, North Carolina with their Golden Retriever.
They've had many dogs through their lives, in par-
ticular Glenn fondly remembers his Border Terrier

special Duncan (Ch. Dunraven Dunn and Brad-
street) who lived to be eighteen years old, and
helped raise their son. Glenn says that the great
thing about dogs is they are all different, but with
purebreds “you know what you’re going to get to fit
a particular lifestyle at a certain point in time” in
one’s life. While still interested in dog breeding and
exhibiting, both stopped when Glenn took the job at
the AKC. Glen reflects to be a good breeder takes a
large commitment of time. His job is not confined
into eight-hour days. He takes calls from show
chairpersons nights and weekends. When they need

him. he tries to be there to re-
solve what problems they
bring him. He estimates that
he works about 50-60 hours a
week. Those calling “after
hours” are especially apprecia-
tive that he responds, more so
since they recognize he is tak-
ing from his personal time to
assist them.

Despite the workload, Glenn
and Rebecca enjoy playing
tennis and golf. Glenn men-

tions he is trying to golf more. The family has
hiked all over North Carolina’s many mountain
peaks, enjoying the beauty of the state as they trek
on the trails. Rebecca loves to camp, Glenn not so
much. He comments he “will camp only if he has
to!” His idea of a vacation is being in nice hotels en-
joying the sights. He and Rebecca have done white
water rafting locally, but one thing definitely on his
bucket list is to raft down the Colorado River in the
Grand Canyon.

Since his son is now a senior in high school get-
ting ready to go off to college, Glenn and Rebecca
face the empty nest stoically and embrace the
changes coming. They will miss having their son
home, but know there will be new and interesting
activities and hobbies awaiting them. Perhaps they
will go out to eat more, exploring those “hole in the
wall barbecue shacks” one can find all over the
south where Glenn will enjoy a slow cooked pork
shoulder drenched with what-ever sauce strikes his
fancy at the moment. While he prefers water as his
favorite beverage, he acknowledge a good micro-
brew goes down good too.
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Perhaps Glenn will have more
time to peruse dog history. He
loves looking at books from the
earliest of times involving dogs,
clubs and the AKC history. He
acknowledges that today’s dog
fancier is less interested in dog
history or club history as a
whole and worries that this
could change breeds. Breed history should be a
foundation for breeders to preserve breeds as they
were intended to be. Understanding what the breed
was goes a long way in determining what the breed
will become in the future.

Glenn admits to a rose colored glasses approach
to life. Regarding the anti-pure-bred dog movement
he is concerned, but believes that people “under-
stand dogs are a part of our lives.” Since purebreds
are bred for unique purposes, allowing people to
choose a dog for the purpose needed, he believes
purebreds will continue.” He points out there are

good and bad breeders in every
echelon of the sport, and believes
in the focus AKC takes on promot-
ing dog health and safety. The
question for him is not how many
dogs a person breeds but rather,
“Do they love their dogs?”

When it comes to the state of the
sport and dogs, Glenn says, “We

are at a very good point at the AKC.” He firmly be-
lieves things will improve for the sport, but ac-
knowledges everyone must participate in a positive
way to make that happen. On a personal basis,
Glenn is a person who lives “in perfect happiness”
saying: “life is good for me!” He wants the delegates
to know he is there for them, he loves talking dogs,
loves the AKC, and loves this life. When asked how
he would be best described Glenn said, “I think I
am a good person.” This seems to sum up nicely
who Glenn Lycan is. We are fortunate to have him
working with us at the AKC!
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We asked those leaving the board to share
some thoughts. What do they  feel was their

major contribution during their tenure, and what
will they  be doing now...continuing to work on proj-
ects started while on the Board, maybe taking a
well deserved vacation.

AN EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY:  Eight
Years As A Director Of The American Kennel
Club
Carl C. Ashby,III, Delegate, United States
Kerry Blue Terrier Club, Inc.

I have just completed one
of the most extraordinary
journeys of my life as a Di-
rector and ultimately Vice
Chairman of the American
Kennel Club (AKC).  I
have been fortunate to be
in leadership positions all
my life both professionally
and serving non-profits,

but there has been no higher honor than serving

the American Kennel Club.  
For this article, I was asked what I am most

proud of accomplishing as a Director.  That is a
tough question as it isn’t what I accomplished but
what we accomplished as a Board and a Staff
working together.  While the Board didn’t always
agree on every issue we always came together for
the good of AKC. What follows is a chronology of
what I believe are important milestones achieved
over the past eight years and why I believe they
put AKC on a path to address the challenges of
the 21st century.

In 2009, AKC was under stress.  The recession
hit AKC hard.  Registrations, in decline for years,
were on a steeper descent and event entries,
specifically conformation, continued their down-
ward spiral.  The impact on our vast volunteer net-
work of Clubs was apparent.  Agility was the only
bright spot, but it couldn’t carry the load alone.
AKC went through an extreme cost-cutting period
which impacted our ability to invest in our mis-
sion.  The first couple of years were difficult and
the Board faced many challenges, but demon-
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revenue stream AKC cannot carry out its mission.
We have gone from significant losses and layoffs
to our largest surpluses in recent memory rebuild-
ing our staff to allow us to continue our growth,
and providing the resources for strong mission
support.  

The most transformative action was the creation
of the Growth Group.  This action recognized the
need to diversify our income streams and to ex-
pand our reach, reducing the financial burden on
our historic constituency.  We developed an orga-
nizational plan and sought a Senior Executive with
the background to realize our vision.  As Chair of
the Search Committee for our Chief Growth Offi-
cer I am pleased with the impact of consolidating
our revenue streams (except events) and building
a team with the business skills needed for the fu-
ture has had on our financial performance.  In
2016 this amounted to increased revenue of $5.5
million.

Registrations are the core of AKC and our ef-
forts over the years not only turned registrations
and litters around, but resulted in an increase of
50,000 registrations over the past two years.  

The acceptance of Canine Partners has played
an important role in changing the perception of
AKC.  It has impacted our legislative clout, helped
reduce our elitist image, and opened many doors
closed to us in the past.  

Real estate was front and center for the Board.
Our leases in both North Carolina and New York
were expiring and decisions had to be made.  The
AKC Museum of the Dog was also in the mix.
The desire to bring this important part of AKC
history back to an international city influenced the
real estate decision.  The properties being consid-
ered will once again make our collection of dog
art available to dog lovers everywhere in the most
visited city in the world. 

There were thoughts of possibly consolidating
our staff, but the impact on our talented staff and
the cost of relocation for the benefits gained sim-
ply didn’t add up.  As Vice Chair I was heavily in-
volved in the recommendation to not consolidate
and to maintain both a North Carolina and New
York presence.  

Business diversification was high on the Board’s

list of priorities.  The formation of AKC Link LLC
(the smart collar) and AKC Pet Care LLC are the
first of these new revenue sources.  Both offer the
opportunity to expand the AKC brand across a
broad audience while delivering returns to fund
our mission initiatives.  

AKC Events also saw important innovation and
change during the past eight years.  Below are
some of the highlights.

The conformation sport has seen declines in en-
tries as well as a reduction of unique dogs being
shown.  This has impacted our Clubs through re-
duced entries, increased cost to host events, and
lower event profit impacting our Clubs’ ability to
impact their local communities.   The strategy was
to stabilize and slow the decline of entries and
while tackling the long-term challenge of attract-
ing new exhibitors.  

The challenge of attracting new participants to
events is where we must focus.  The marketing
team has engaged in focus groups, surveys, and
interviews to determine what attracts and retains
participants.  I anticipate the results of these activ-
ities will become apparent in the coming months.  

The Grand Champion was a significant change.
It provided an incentive to keep showing a dog be-
yond its Championship and literally got hundreds
of dogs off the couch and in the ring.  Its impact
continues today as the percent of Champions in
shows has grown since it was adopted.

The Owner Handled special attraction (NOHS)
has proven to be extremely important.  Eligible
exhibitors are making entry decisions on whether
or not it's offered by Clubs.  Owner handlers com-
prise about 80% of the entrants yet make up only
35% of the exhibitors in group competition.   This
competition gives them one more reason to come
to a show and compete.  

The adoption of a new Judging Approval Process
was intended to address our aging judge popula-
tion, to provide more diversity of opinions (27% of
judges currently judge 80% of the dogs), and to
provide a more predictable path to those who wish
to judge.  The goal was to address the economic
reality of dog shows while providing exhibitors
more adjudication choices assuring AKC contin-
ues to have the best judges in the world.   

Agility became our fastest growing event.  Event
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lowed AKC to be the premiere choice for agility
participants.  

The Canine Good Citizen (CGC) program along
with Socialization, Training, Activity, and Respon-
sibility (STAR) puppy and other new CGC driven
titles have met the needs of the general dog own-
ing public.  The growth in this program over the
past eight years has been tremendous, benefiting
dog owners across the country.

The adoption of titling events from organizations
other than AKC built interest in other activities
such as dock diving, barn hunt, and therapy dogs.
The creation of Scent Work and Trick Dog has
breathed new life into our companion sports.

Other notable accomplishments included the
use of distance learning with the formation of the
AKC Canine College and the Bred with H.E.A.R.T
program.  Both are mission driven, supporting re-
sponsible dog breeding and other education
needs.  Both initiatives have a much broader
reach than just the fancy and will establish AKC as
the “content king” for canine related education.

The expansion of our Government Relations or-
ganization will provide us the resources to more
effectively match the legislative challenges to dog
ownership and breeding at all levels of govern-
ment. The AKC Political Action Committee (PAC)
impacted elections across the country.  The AKC
PAC set a new fund raising record in 2016.

As Vice Chair of AKC Reunite, I have seen it
grow year after year more than doubling since
2009.  This provided support for the Disaster
Trailer project as well as law enforcement dog re-
placement and other search and rescue grants.
Just as important, AKC Reunite reunites dogs and
their owners daily.  

Despite all the accomplishments there remains
considerable work to be done.  We are part of an
ever-changing world.  The expectations of
younger generations don’t always align with our
traditions.  Social media has turned all of us into
newspaper publishers, often complicating accurate
communication.  

All of us need to accept change.  As AKC moves
forward we will continue to evolve to meet the
needs of the dog loving and owning public.  Or-
ganizations who aren’t willing to find ways to re-

spect their heritage to meet the changing needs of
society will  lose touch and ultimately cease to
exist.  We must never let that happen to the Amer-
ican Kennel Club.  

I have been truly honored to have been trusted
to help shape the future of AKC. Thank you.  

ALAN KALTER, DELEGATE,
American Bullmastiff Association, Inc.

I saw my time on the
Board as a way to give
back to the sport and the
dogs through my skills
and experience in owning
a large business, breed-
ing, and marketing. The
entire Board, along with
Dennis Sprung, was fo-
cused on bringing finan-

cial stability to the AKC. I contributed to the
process that saw us manage the business out of an
eight-year downward spiral to a solid growth posi-
tion today. That reversal of fortune allowed two
mission programs I strongly supported to come to
fruition.

The first was a commitment to responsible
breeders through programs like Breeder of Merit
and Bred with H.E.A.R.T.  Additionally, there was
a focus on health testing, breeder education
courses, and transitioning the Online Breeder
Classifieds to the much-improved AKC Market-
place (including bringing the AKC Rescue Net-
work to the forefront).   Finally, the AKC
residencies in Theriogenology are training a
breeder’s greatest ally – a knowledgeable repro-
ductive veterinarian. 

Second, there was a dedication to utilize the bur-
geoning area of social and digital media, including
Facebook, our website, and our database for email
communication. AKC Staff exploded our Face-
book footprint from 100 thousand fans eight years
ago to 3.4 million in 2016. The AKC website grew
from 10 million total users to 45 million last year –
allowing us to bring AKC and purebred dogs into
more people’s lives than ever before. The AKC
database grew to 4 million people and a new dog-
owner email communication for matches and
events was successfully introduced.
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tively involved with the AKC Delegate body. Start-
ing in June, I will be filling a vacancy on the
Parent Club Committee.  This year, I will continue
as Chair of AKC Reunite and will represent AKC
on the Board of the International Partnership for
Dogs.

As the saying goes, “Scratch a dog and you’ll
find a permanent job.” 

LEE ARNOLD, DELEGATE
Southern Colorado Kennel Club

As far as my major con-
tribution as a Board Mem-
ber, when I ran for the
Board, there was, and still
is a strong need for getting
the AKC message to the
general public. Because of
my Broadcast background
and celebrity relationships,
I was fortunate to have

Willie Nelson record a Public Service Announce-
ment (PSA) describing our Parent Clubs Rescue
Program and Crystal Gayle record a PSA touting
the AKC Humane Fund and its Shelter program
for abused women and their pets, which to this
day is still being broadcast nationally. I also feel
the best way to fight our adversaries, is to invest
in TV spots that would be a vital force of letting
the general public and pet owners know who we
are and what we stand for. 

When it came to serious issues and voting on
new programs that would benefit the AKC both fi-
nancially and sport wise, I thought about all the
ramifications both positive and negative before
casting my vote.

I thank all my fellow Delegates for the privilege
and honor to serve you these past two terms.

Note: For those who have not heard the Willie Nel-
son PSA, you can find it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDzqVF8i-i4

Mentoring is one of the most valuable ways we
can give back to our sport. If we're lucky we

can mentor in person. If not, we can reach out
through modern methods, such as our smart
phones, Yes, fellow delegates, it can be done;
some of you may already have used your smart
phone to help someone else groom their dog or
vice versa. But in case you
haven’t, let me briefly de-
scribe a situation where this
technique, so far, is working
quite well.

When someone says
“Dandie Dinmont Terrier” I
hope you think, “Oh, that
adorable terrier with the big
eyes and a curved back (as opposed to all those
flat-backed, square looking terriers).” You prob-
ably don’t think about the routine maintenance
grooming, plus additional grooming required to

properly present your Dandie in the conforma-
tion show ring. Now, I don’t profess to being a
great groomer of Dandies as my wife and I are
relative newcomers to the breed only having just
over twenty years showing Dandies in conforma-
tion. But, we can generally present a Dandie
such that the judge does not immediately dis-

qualify it.
Just under two years ago we

bought a Dandie puppy from a
breeder in Gig Harbor, WA.
Our Dandie, Dancer, is a pep-
per (versus mustard) dog. At
the same time, the breeder
sold a litter mate mustard dog,
Busby, to Mrs. Katherine Ja-

cobson, a member of the Rapid City Kennel
Club. Katherine already had a several year old
pepper bitch, Cassie, from the same breeder.
Cassie was pointed, and had a major. Most of her
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GROOMING MENTORING VIA SMART PHONE
BILL ELLIS, DELEGATE, Plum Creek Kennel Club Of Colorado

Mentoring is one of
the most valuable ways

we can give back
to our sport

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDzqVF8i-i4
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was present with Katherine and could help her
with the grooming. And, up to this point, that
was Katherine's only experience showing dogs.

Katherine lives in the Rapid City, SD area and
my wife and I live about half way between Den-
ver and Colorado Springs, CO. That puts us
about a seven-hour drive apart from each other.
So, getting together for grooming sessions would
have been difficult, at best. But even with that,
we were the closest Dandie owners to Katherine
in this part of the country who are still actively
showing Dandies.

Usually, when my wife and I help newcomers
to the Dandie World, and we are mentoring them
in preparing their dogs for the show ring, we
would groom one section of their dog and then
have them do the other side. The only place we
could do this with Katherine was at the show
site, where, for example, my wife and I would do
some grooming - say one front leg, and then
have Katherine groom the other front leg, etc.,
etc. That worked well enough while we were all
at the show site. The real test was trying to
keep the dogs well maintained, grooming-wise,
between shows. Out here in the West, you can
go several weeks between local shows. The defi-
nition of a local show is generally not more than
a one-day (eight to ten hours) drive from your
home to the show site.

We agreed to consult on a nearly weekly basis,
using modern technology; in our case, using our
smart phones. Katherine would do some
grooming on her Dandies, take pictures and

send them to our smart phone via her smart
phone. We had a standing appointment at 11:00
am Sunday morning after she sent us pictures, to
talk about what grooming she had done on her
Dandies. Most times we would concentrate on
two or three pictures as we tried to keep it to
one topic in any given discussion. And, the dis-
cussions mostly involved specific techniques to
be used to achieve a desired outcome.

We also sent Katherine pictures of our
Dandies. These were generally very close up pic-
tures showing a specific area of the dog; for ex-
ample, a picture of the outside of the left rear leg
to show how far down the leg the jacket comes
before the start of the lower leg furnishings. In
our Sunday morning discussions, we could then
talk about what she needed to do to achieve the
desired result. We continued this process
throughout 2016 and into early 2017.

The proof is always in the results. In this case,
the process worked well enough that Cassie got
her last major and the additional points she
needed to earn her Championship in 2016, and
Busby now has two majors.

Perhaps you know someone in your breed who
lives some distance from you who could use your
expertise - particularly someone fairly new to the
breed, or someone to whom you have sold a
puppy. Hopefully, there is some information
here that you could use to help that new person.
Or, if you are the new person, perhaps you could
ask an “old timer” in the breed for some assis-
tance. It has worked and continues to work well
for us.

Perspectives Needs You!
Consider writing or co-authoring an article. 

Throw your hat in the ring and self-nominate to join the Committee!  

(Contact Sylvia Thomas, Sylvia.Thomas@rccd.edu, for information)

mailto:Sylvia.Thomas@rrcd.edu
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